TEACH-IN for PEACE:
50th Anniversary of the First Anti-War Teach-In
https://www.facebook.com/events/446097078888884/

This event builds on the 50th Anniversary of the original 1965 Teach-In against the War in Viet Nam. Join academics and activists from the first teach-in and today as we assess lessons of the past and engage the war situations of today. This is an open, free, public event.

As part of "Teach-in Week", please continue participation in the University of Michigan’s Teach-In +50: End the War Against the Planet, Friday and Saturday, March 27th and 28th. The wars on the earth and the wars against the earth are related. http://sites.lsa.umich.edu/teach-in-50/

Tuesday March 24: 7-10pm, Opening Session: Auditorium B Angell Hall
Remembering the Vietnam War and the Culture and Politics of that Time and what’s changed.
Featuring 1965 Teach-In organizers, Prof. Frithjof Bergmann, Tom Mayer, Jack Rothman, Julian Gendell and Alan Haber, with commentators and questioners
Opening questions then and still: Do we deal with conflict by diplomacy or by war? How do we speak of the unspeakable? Where are the women? (of the 41 names on the first teach-in flyer, only one woman)

Wednesday, March 25th
Session 1: 3:00-5:30 PM, School of Social Work Commons.
Lessons and Organizing
Featuring John Marciano/Jack Rothman (Vietnam: Commemoration or Crime?); Bert Garsof (googling Vietnam); Bernardine Dohrn and Bill Ayers (resistance, then and now); Ken Wachsberger (the Underground press and digital future, ) Mike Whitty, and others

Session 2: 7:00-9:00 PM, International Institute Meeting Room
What’s Happening in the World Today? Empire, Trade Deals, nuclear weapons, Ukraine, plus...
Featuring Tom Mayer, Ian Robinson, Bob King, Odile Hugonot Haber, Eugene Bondarenko, plus...

Thursday, March 26th
Session 3: 3:00-5:30 PM, Room B780 School of Social Work lower level
Hot topics: Israel/Palestine and wars in the Middle East,
Featuring Yusif Barakat and Alan Haber and a panel in formation

Session 4: 7:00-9:00 PM, International Institute Meeting Room
Winning The Peace: What have we learned?
Featuring Michael Heaney, Karen Jacob, Zelda and Bill Gamson, and others.
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